
What do you get when you upcycle an old shoe rack, 
a piece of ply board and some tiles you found in a

charity bin?
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Ideas can come from anywhere at any time.  Hence why, on a rainy afternoon
while having a sort out, we decided to transform an old unused shoe rack, into a

tile topped table!
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3) While we could just tile edge to edge, we also had a spare piece of
beading which meant we could create a nice border for the table (just
remember to add on the extra width to allow for this onto your final
ply measurement before you cut it.  We speak from experience here)! 

Mitre blocks are incredibly handy for such jobs enabling you to get a
nice finish for your corners. 

2) The shoe rack is made from batons so we needed to attach a solid
base that we could adhere tiles to.  A left over piece of ply did just the
job.  Using the cut shoe rack as a size guide, we worked out how we
wanted the tiles to be arranged on the plywood before cutting.  We
made the plywood a little bigger than the baton base, so that we
would have a small overhang on the finished table and all the tiles
would fit perfectly.

1) Our old broken shoe rack was the perfect table base.
We simply sawed it to make it even and sanded the
edges to get rid of any rough bits (we used one of the
cut off bits wrapped in sandpaper to make ourselves a
little sanding block).
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7) We love tiles! It’s a bit like doing a jigsaw with the added challenge of
levelling all your pieces!  In this instance, we didn’t use tile spacers
(these help you keep an equal gap between your tiles).  We just go by
our own judgement for projects such as this.  If you are new to tiling,
we would probably recommend you do start with them and see how
you get on.

4) After nailing the ply onto the shoe rack base, we glued the beading on
around the edge.  We knew there wouldn’t be much pressure on the
beading so gluing it was fine, but you could nail it on if preferred.  

5) Before attaching the legs, we added some flat beading to provide
some extra stability.  Then it was a simple job of nailing the top to the
legs.

6) Our tiles consisted of individual and mosaics, which are attached
together on a fine mesh backing.  This makes it easy to cut but tricky
to level.  You can buy a special backing which sticks to the mosaic
making it much more solid and easier to work with. 

We were able to use tile cement we already had but you should
always check the packet to make sure it is suitable for the surface you
are working with. 



The grout we used is a brand which doubles as an adhesive and a grout.  Fine for adhesive but we
will not be using it as a grout again as we didn’t like the finish it gave.  We will stick to our usual
powder mix next time!

So, overall we were very happy with the finished table.  It was a nice, easy project and as we used
supplies we already had, the only cost was the tile adhesive/grout.  There were elements we planned
and some we just added as we went along.  That’s the beauty of making something for yourself.
Don’t be afraid to try and experiment a little!
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